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In her fourth volume of poetry, Twelve Moons, Mary Oliver continues to explore the alluring, yet well-nigh inaccessible kingdoms of
nature and human relationships, and man's profound, persistent desire for a joyous union with them. these vibrant, magical poems
pulse with an aching awareness of nature's unaffected beauty. Her absorbing intimate vision leads us into the natural and human
kingdoms we only fleetingly grasp.
Understand, I am always trying to figure out what the soul is, and where hidden, and what shape- New and Selected Poems,
Volume Two, an anthology of forty-two new poems-an entire volume in itself-and sixty-nine poems hand-picked by Mary Oliver
from six of her last eight books, is a major addition to a career in poetry that has spanned nearly five decades. Now recognized as
an unparalleled poet of the natural world, Mary Oliver writes with unmatched dexterity and a profound appreciation for the
divergence and convergence of all living things. Mary Oliver is always searching for the soul of things. In poem after poem, her
investigations go from the humble green bean that nourishes her and makes her wonder if "something/-I can't name it-watches as I
walk the/rows, accepting the gift of their lives/to assist mine" to the vast, untouchable bliss of "things you can't reach./But you can
reach out to them, and all day long./The wind, the bird flying away./The idea of God." Oliver's search grows and is informed by
experience, meditation, perception, and discernment. And all the while, during her quest, she is constantly surprised and fortified
by joy. This graceful volume, designed to be paired with New and Selected Poems, Volume One, includes new poems on birds,
toads, flowers, insects, bodies of water, and the extraordinary experience of the everyday in our lives. In the words of Alicia
Ostriker,'Mary Oliver moves by instinct, faith, and determination. She is among our finest poets, and still growing.' In both the older
and new poems, Mary Oliver is a poet at the height of her control of image and language.
One of O, The Oprah Magazine’s Ten Best Books of the Year The New York Times bestselling collection of essays from beloved
poet, Mary Oliver. “There's hardly a page in my copy of Upstream that isn't folded down or underlined and scribbled on, so
charged is Oliver's language . . .” —Maureen Corrigan, NPR’s Fresh Air “Uniting essays from Oliver’s previous books and
elsewhere, this gem of a collection offers a compelling synthesis of the poet’s thoughts on the natural, spiritual and artistic worlds .
. .” —The New York Times “In the beginning I was so young and such a stranger to myself I hardly existed. I had to go out into the
world and see it and hear it and react to it, before I knew at all who I was, what I was, what I wanted to be.” So begins Upstream, a
collection of essays in which revered poet Mary Oliver reflects on her willingness, as a young child and as an adult, to lose herself
within the beauty and mysteries of both the natural world and the world of literature. Emphasizing the significance of her childhood
“friend” Walt Whitman, through whose work she first understood that a poem is a temple, “a place to enter, and in which to feel,”
and who encouraged her to vanish into the world of her writing, Oliver meditates on the forces that allowed her to create a life for
herself out of work and love. As she writes, “I could not be a poet without the natural world. Someone else could. But not me. For
me the door to the woods is the door to the temple.” Upstream follows Oliver as she contemplates the pleasure of artistic labor,
her boundless curiosity for the flora and fauna that surround her, and the responsibility she has inherited from Shelley,
Wordsworth, Emerson, Poe, and Frost, the great thinkers and writers of the past, to live thoughtfully, intelligently, and to observe
with passion. Throughout this collection, Oliver positions not just herself upstream but us as well as she encourages us all to keep
moving, to lose ourselves in the awe of the unknown, and to give power and time to the creative and whimsical urges that live
within us.
A collection of forty poems, including nineteen that have not been published before, by a winner of the Pulitzer Prize and the
National Book Award, explores the way nature and love change and how they remain the same.
From a poet who teaches us the beauty and magic of the natural world comes a reminder that this world includes "the creatures,
with their / thick fur, their shy and wordless gaze. Their / infallible sense of what their lives / are meant to be." In The Truro Bear
and Other Adventures, Mary Oliver brings together ten new poems, thirty-five of her classic poems, and two essays, all about
mammals, insects, and reptiles. The award-winning poet considers beasts of all kinds: bears, snakes, spiders, porcupines,
humpback whales, hermit crabs, and, of course, her beloved and disobedient little dog, Percy, who appears and even speaks in
thirteen poems, the closing section of this volume. As Renée Loth has observed in the Boston Globe, "Mary Oliver, who won the
Pulitzer Prize in poetry in 1983, is my choice for her joyous, accessible, intimate observations of the natural world . . . She teaches
us the profound act of paying attention." Tell me, what is it you plan to do with your one wild and precious life? —Mary Oliver, "The
Summer Day" (one of the poems in this volume)
The forty-seven new works in this volume include poems on crickets, toads, trout lilies, black snakes, goldenrod, bears, greeting
the morning, watching the deer, and, finally, lingering in happiness. Each poem is imbued with the extraordinary perceptions of a
poet who considers the everyday in our lives and the natural world around us and finds a multitude of reasons to wake early.
Forty poems deal with the bonds between people and the natural world, the writing experience, and the importance of silence
"Mary Oliver's poetry is fine and deep; it reads like a blessing," wrote Stanley Kunitz many years ago; and recently, Rita Dove
described her last volume, The Leaf and the Cloud, as "a brilliant meditation." For the many admirers of Mary Oliver's dazzling
poetry and luminous vision, as well as for those who may be coming to her work for the first time, What Do We Know will be a
revelation. These forty poems-of observing, of searching, of pausing, of astonishment, of giving thanks-embrace in every sense
the natural world, its unrepeatable moments and its ceaseless cycles. Mary Oliver evokes unforgettable images-from one hundred
white-sided dolphins on a summer day to bees that have memorized every stalk and leaf in a field-even as she reminds us, after
Emerson, that "the invisible and imponderable is the sole fact."

Poets must read and study, but also they must learn to tilt and whisper, shout, or dance, each in his or her own way, or
we might just as well copy the old books. But, no, that would never do, for always the new self swimming around in the
old world feels itself uniquely verbal. And that is just the point: how the world, moist and bountiful, calls to each of us to
make a new and serious response. That's the big question, the one the world throws at you every morning. 'Here you
are, alive. Would you like to make a comment?' This book is my comment.--from the Foreword.
With consummate craftsmanship, Mary Oliver has fashioned fifteen luminous prose pieces: of nature, of writing, of herself
and those around her. She praises Whitman ("the brother I did not have") and denounces cuteness ("we are, none of
use, cute"). She notes where the extraordinary is to be found ("it is more likely to stick to the risk-taker than the tickettaker") and extols solitude ("creative work needs the whole sky to fly in, and no eye watching until it comes to that
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certainty which it aspires to"). Nature speaks to her, and she speaks to nature ("I put my face close to the lily, where it
stands just above the grass, and give it a good greeting from the stem of my heart"). Says Mary Oliver, "This book is
biased, opinionated; also it is joyful, and probably there's despair here too - can a life slide forward sixty years without it?
But the reader will find the pleasures more certain, and more constant, than the rills of despond. Thus it has turned out in
my life so far, influenced by the sustaining passions: love of the wild world, love of literature, love for and from another
person".
In Teaching to Justice, Citizenship, and Civic Virtue, a group of teachers considers how students learn and what students
need in order to figure out what God is requiring of them. The teachers hear from experts in the fields of civic education,
the arts, politics, business, technology, and athletics. In addition, they talk about their own learning and what they want
students to know about life after high school. This book, along with its discussion questions, will help parents, teachers,
school board members, and administrators talk about what it means to help students work toward God's shalom in a
broken but redeemed world.
In her first-ever audio recording, Mary Oliver offers readers the all-too-rare experience of a live reading. She has selected
forty of her favorite poems from work spanning four decades. The companion booklet includes an original essay.
Compiles the best literary essays of the year originally published in American periodicals
This collection of poems by Mary Oliver once again invites the reader to step across the threshold of ordinary life into a
world of natural and spiritual luminosity. Tell me, what is it you plan to do with your one wild and precious life? —Mary
Oliver, "The Summer Day" (one of the poems in this volume) Winner of a 1991 Christopher Award Winner of the 1991
Boston Globe Lawrence L. Winship Book Award
Within these pages Mary Oliver collects twenty-six of her poems about the birds that have been such an important part of
her life-hawks, hummingbirds, and herons; kingfishers, catbirds, and crows; swans, swallows and, of course, the snowy
owl, among a dozen others-including ten poems that have never before been collected. She adds two beautifully crafted
essays, "Owls," selected for the Best American Essays series, and "Bird," a new essay that will surely take its place
among the classics of the genre. In the words of the poet Stanley Kunitz, "Mary Oliver's poetry is fine and deep; it reads
like a blessing. Her special gift is to connect us with our sources in the natural world, its beauties and terrors and
mysteries and consolations." For anyone who values poetry and essays, for anyone who cares about birds, Owls and
Other Fantasies will be a treasured gift; for those who love both, it will be essential reading. From the Hardcover edition.
A Study Guide for Mary Oliver's "Wild Geese," excerpted from Gale's acclaimed Poetry for Students. This concise study
guide includes plot summary; character analysis; author biography; study questions; historical context; suggestions for
further reading; and much more. For any literature project, trust Poetry for Students for all of your research needs.
A winner of both the National Book Award and Pulitzer Prize presents a lyrical, intensely personal collection of essays and poetry
that covers such topics as turtle eggs, her favorite poets, housebuilding, the flight of swans, and her own remarkable literary
endeavors. 15,000 first printing.
“The popularity of [Dog Songs] feels as inevitable and welcome as a wagging tail upon homecoming.” —The Boston Globe Mary
Oliver’s Dog Songs is a celebration of the special bond between human and dog, as understood through the poet’s relationships
to the canines that have accompanied her daily walks, warmed her home, and inspired her work. Oliver’s poems begin in the
small everyday moments familiar to all dog lovers, but through her extraordinary vision, these observations become higher
meditations on the world and our place in it. Dog Songs includes visits with old friends, like Oliver’s beloved Percy, and introduces
still others in poems of love and laughter, heartbreak and grief. Throughout, the many dogs of Oliver’s life merge as fellow
travelers and as guides, uniquely able to open our eyes to the lessons of the moment and the joys of nature and connection.
The New York Times-bestselling collection of poems from celebrated poet Mary Oliver In A Thousand Mornings, Mary Oliver
returns to the imagery that has come to define her life’s work, transporting us to the marshland and coastline of her beloved
home, Provincetown, Massachusetts. Whether studying the leaves of a tree or mourning her treasured dog Percy, Oliver is open
to the teachings contained in the smallest of moments and explores with startling clarity, humor, and kindness the mysteries of our
daily experience.
Maybe our world will grow kinder eventually.Maybe the desire to make something beautifulis the piece of God that is inside each of
us.In this stunning collection, Mary Oliver returns to the imagery that has defined her life's work. Herons, sparrows, owls and
kingfishers flit across the page in meditations on love, artistry and impermanence. Whether considering a bird's nest, the seeming
patience of oak trees or the paintings of Franz Marc, Mary Oliver reminds us of the transformative power of attention and how
much can be contained within the smallest moments.Blue Horses asks what it truly means to belong to this world and to live in it
attuned to all its changes. 'To be human,' she shows us, 'is to sing your own song'.
An introduction to the sound, rhyme, meter, and scansion of metrical poetry with examples from the Elizabethan Age to Elizabeth
Bishop
Mary Oliver has been writing poetry for nearly five decades, and in that time she has become America’s foremost poetic voice on
our experience of the physical world. This collection presents thirty-two new poems an entire volume in itself along with works
chosen by Oliver from six of the books she has published since New and Selected Poems, Volume One.This graceful volume,
designed to be paired with New and Selected Poems, Volume One, includes new poems on birds, toads, flowers, insects, bodies
of water, and the extraordinary experience of the everyday in our lives. In the words of Alicia Ostriker, Mary Oliver moves by
instinct, faith, and determination. She is among our finest poets, and still growing. In both the older and new poems, Mary Oliver is
a poet at the height of her control of image and language.
Never afraid to shed the pretense of academic poetry, never shy of letting the power of an image lie in unadorned language, Mary
Oliver offers us poems of arresting beauty that reflect on the power of love and the great gifts of the natural world. Inspired by the
familiar lines from William Wordsworth, "To me the meanest flower that blows can give / Thoughts that do often lie too deep for
tears," she uncovers the evidence presented to us daily by nature, in rivers and stones, willows and field corn, the mockingbird's
"embellishments," or the last hours of darkness.
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With piercing clarity and craftsmanship, Mary Oliver has fashioned an unforgettable poem of questioning and discovery, about
what is observable and what is not, about what passes and what persists. As Stanley Kunitz has said: "Mary Oliver's poetry is fine
and deep; it reads like a blessing. Her special gift is to connect us with our sources in the natural world, its beauties and terrors
and mysteries and consolations."
A Study Guide for Mary Oliver's "Music Lessons," excerpted from Gale's acclaimed Poetry for Students. This concise study guide
includes plot summary; character analysis; author biography; study questions; historical context; suggestions for further reading;
and much more. For any literature project, trust Poetry for Students for all of your research needs.
A collection of poems covering such topics as nature, writing, and art
"Mary Oliver, winner of the Pulitzer Prize, celebrates love in her new collection of poems,"--Amazon.com.
Miss Molly makes blackberry cobbler pie better than anybody in the whole country. But on the day of the church potluck there's big
trouble. No pie and no Miss Molly. She's missing! Where in the world is Miss Molly? And what makes her pies so special? Find out
in this book about love and friendship set in the cultural traditions of Appalachia. Included in is an easy, yummy recipe for
blackberry cobbler. By first time author Mary Oliver.
Mary Oliver's twelfth book of poetry, Red Bird comprises sixty-one poems, the most ever in a single volume of her work.
Overflowing with her keen observation of the natural world and her gratitude for its gifts, for the many people she has loved in her
seventy years, as well as for her disobedient dog Percy, Red Bird is a quintessential collection of Oliver's finest lyrics.
Winner of the Pulitzer Prize for Poetry Her most acclaimed volume of poetry, American Primitive contains fifty visionary poems
about nature, the humanity in love, and the wilderness of America, both within our bodies and outside. "American Primitive
enchants me with the purity of its lyric voice, the loving freshness of its perceptions, and the singular glow of a spiritual life
brightening the pages." -- Stanley Kunitz "These poems are natural growths out of a loam of perception and feeling, and instinctive
skill with language makes them seem effortless. Reading them is a sensual delight." -- May Swenson
“Joy is not made to be a crumb,” writes Mary Oliver, and certainly joy abounds in her new book of poetry and prose poems. Swan,
her twentieth volume, shows us that, though we may be “made out of the dust of stars,” we are of the world she captures here so
vividly. Swan is Oliver’s tribute to “the mortal way” of desiring and living in the world, to which the poet is renowned for having
always been “totally loyal.”
Dream Work, a collection of forty-five poems, follows both chronologically and logically Mary Oliver's American Primitive, which won her the
Pulitzer Prize for the finest book of poetry published in 1983 by an American poet. The depth and diversity of perceptual awareness—so
steadfast and radiant in American Primitive—continue in DreamWork. She has turned her attention in these poems to the solitary and difficult
labors of the spirit—to accepting the truth about one's personal world, and to valuing the triumphs while transcending the failures of human
relationships. Whether by way of inheritance—as in her poem about the Holocaust—or through a painful glimpse into the present—as in Acid, a
poem about an injured boy begging in the streets of Indonesia—the events and tendencies of history take on a new importance here. More
deeply than in her previous volumes, the sensibility behind these poems has merged with the world. Mary Oliver's willingness to be joyful
continues, deepened by self-awareness, by experience, and by choice.
Brings together some forty evocative poems by English-language authors that reflect on the experience, sensuality, and joy of the summer
season, with works by Emily Dickinson, William Shakespeare, Thomas Campion, Louise Gluck, Nikki Giovanni, Langston Hughes, and
Charles Simic, among others.
A rich collection of ten poems, two essays, and two dozen of Mary Oliver's classic works on flowers, trees, and plants of all sorts, elegantly
illustrated, Blue Iris is the essential companion to Owls and Other Fantasies, one of the best-selling volumes of poetry of 2003 and a Book
Sense 76 selection.
Thirst, a collection of fortythree new poems from Pulitzer Prizewinner Mary Oliver, introduces two new directions in the poet's work. Grappling
with grief at the death of her beloved partner of over forty years, she strives to experience sorrow as a path to spiritual progress, grief as part
of loving and not its end. And within these pages she chronicles for the frst time her discovery of faith, without abandoning the love of the
physical world that has been a hallmark of her work for four decades.
Presents forty-one of the author's favorite poems, including a variety of short poems, poems about her bichon Percy, and such classics as
"Doesn't Every Poet Write a Poem about Unrequited Love?" and "The Dipper."
Offers advice on reading and writing poetry, and discusses imitation, sound, the line, poem forms, free verse, diction, imagery, revision, and
workshops
Mary Oliver is one of America's best-loved poets, the winner of the Pulitzer Prize and the National Book Award. Her luminous poetry
celebrates nature and beauty, love and the spirit, silence and wonder, extending the visionary American tradition of Whitman, Emerson, Frost
and Emily Dickinson. Her extraordinary poetry is nourished by her intimate knowledge and minute daily observation of the New England
coast, its woods and ponds, its birds and animals, plants and trees.
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